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We study new strong resonances associated with the physics responsible for the strong elec-

troweak symmetry breaking. We write down the lowest order effective chiral Lagrangians

describing the couplings of these new resonances to the Standard Model fields and calculate

signals for � � � � � � -resonances and for � � � � � �-resonances in the 	 	 
�
 scat-

tering in the process � �� � � �� 
 �
 at the Next Linear Collider. We also find low-energy

constraints on the �-resonance couplings to the top quark.

PACS: 12.60.Fr, 12.15.Ji

1 Introduction

One of the most important problems of today’s particle physics is the mechanism of electroweak

symmetry breaking (ESB). The mechanism of ESB is responsible for giving the W and Z bosons

their masses. Despite some progress in the experimental limits on the Higgs mass [1], the ESB

sector of the Standard Model (SM) is still rather weakly constrained by the experimental data

and the physics behind the mechanism of ESB remains unknown.

There are two major scenarios for the solutions to this problem. The first scenario is a weakly-

coupled electroweak symmetry breaking sector. Its simplest version is the light SM Higgs bo-

son. More complicated alternatives of this scenario include supersymmetric theories. The second

scenario is a strongly-coupled ESB sector. In this scenario the symmetry breaking is triggered

by new non-perturbative strong forces. Typical representatives of this scenario are technicolor

models built in analogy to chiral symmetry breaking in QCD. In this work we study some phe-

nomenological consequences of strong ESB.

As a common feature of any plausible scenario, the originally massless � and � gauge

bosons become massive through the Higgs mechanism, by absorbing Goldstone bosons of the

ESB sector. The Goldstone bosons are the inevitable product of a spontaneous symmetry break-

ing. When “eaten-up” by the � and � bosons, the Goldstone bosons become their longitudinal

components. A direct consequence of this fact is the Equivalence Theorem (ET): in the large

energy limit (� � � � ) the interactions of the longitudinal � �� ’s become equal to those of
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the ESB Goldstone bosons. Thus any collider process which involves the longitudinal weak

gauge bosons can in principle give us an access to the interactions connected to the mechanism

of ESB [2].

In QCD the spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry gives rise to pions which are the bound

states of quarks. At energies of a few hundred MeV we cannot see their substructure — we can

only study QCD interactions through the � � scattering amplitudes which are unitarized by some

low-lying resonances such as � � � � � �-resonance or � � �  � � � ! -resonance. We expect

an analogical situation in the case of the strong ESB scenario. The strong ESB results in the

appearance of massless Goldstone bosons — electroweak (EW) pions — which, just like QCD

pions, are assumed to be bound states of some more fundamental strongly interacting objects

(e.g. technifermions).

Since "# "# (" � �  � ) scattering amplitudes start to violate unitarity at 1-3 TeV range we

expect new strongly interacting ESB resonances to appear at or below this scale. We will not be

able to see the substructure of these new resonances and EW pions at the Large Hadron Colider

(LHC) and at the Next Linear Collider (NLC) operating at 1-3 TeV range, but the question is if

we can distinguish at least the resonances themselves and measure their masses and couplings.

A lot of attention has been devoted to the testing of the strongly-interacting scenario in the

longitudinal vector boson scattering "# "# $ "# "# [3]. The studies concentrated on signatures

of either a new � � � � � �-resonance or a new � � � � � % -resonance (parameters of the% -resonance can be tuned to immitate the SM Higgs boson — SM-like % -resonance) at either

the NLC or the LHC. The results have shown that it will be possible to establish the presence of

strong ESB at the LHC and the NLC and that, to a degree, it will be possible to distinguish new

strong resonances [2].

Another potentially powerful process for the study of strong ESB is the scattering of longitu-

dinal vector bosons to top quarks, "# "# $ & '&. Its main appeal is in the possibility to test whether

the extraordinarily large top quark mass is generated by the same new strong interactions which

are responsible for ESB, or by yet additional new strong interactions introduced just for that sake.

In the former case (represented, e.g., by the extended technicolor theories [4]) we expect the top

quark to couple significantly to the resonances which unitarize "# "# $ "# "# scattering [5, 6].

This could lead to significant event rates in "# "# $ & '&. In the latter case, when the mecha-

nism of the top mass generation is different from the � mass generation (as in topcolor-assisted

technicolor models [4]), we expect that the top quark does not couple significantly to the new

resonances of the strong ESB sector. This would imply that the new resonances observed in the"# "# $ "# "# channel are suppressed in the "# "# $ & '& channel [2, 5].

When studying the "# "# $ & '& process, we can make use of another unique property of the

top quark. Unlike all the other known quarks the top quark decays so rapidly that the information

about its spin is transferred directly to the final state with negligible hadronization uncertainties.

This raises an interesting possibility to measure polarized cross sections in "# "# $ & '& and use

this information to distinguish between % - and � resonances which contribute to different helicity

combinations of the top quarks [2, 5].

For these reasons the "# "# $ & '& process at the NLC has recently attracted growing inter-

est. There have been studies within the SM [7–9], within the Higgsless SM below the scale

of new physics (no-resonance model) [6, 10], and also within models above the scale of a new% -resonance and �-resonance [2, 5, 11, 12].

In this work we study the new % - and �-resonances in the process � # � # $ & '& which is
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being considered as a subprocess of (� ( � $ ) ') & '& at the NLC with the CM energy of �*+ TeV and

2 TeV. Three cases, the no-resonance, the % -resonance, and the �-resonance are considered with

various values of parameters. We show the importance of low energy constraints for �-resonance

signals at NLC. We calculate total and differential cross sections with polarized ,-./012/34
quarks in the final state using the Effective-� Approximation and considering longitudinal weak

gauge bosons only. The number of events obtained is for the assumed integrated luminosity of

200 fb�5.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the lowest order effective chi-

ral Lagrangians describing models with no resonance, % -resonance, and �-resonance. The La-

grangians describe interactions of these resonances with EW pions, gauge fields, and top quarks.

In Subsection 2.1 we discuss existing constraints on the parameters of the � Lagrangian. Our

calculations and results obtained for the models under consideration are presented in Section 3.

Finally, our conclusions can be found in Section 4.

2 No- ,% - and �-resonance models

Due to our ignorance of details of new strong physics behind ESB the most convenient approach

to the analysis of its possible consequences is the effective field theory framework. Within this

framework a model-independent analysis of the strong ESB mechanism can be performed. Our

ignorance of the full theory will be reflected in our inability to calculate values of free param-

eters that appear in an effective Lagrangian. These free parameters parameterize all possible

new physics which respects the given low-energy theory. They will have to be obtained from

experiment.

In this approach, if energy available is below the threshold of new resonances production,

one starts with EW pions as the only particles in the spectrum which are subject to new strong

interactions. The Lagrangian of EW pions is the familiar nonlinear 6-model based on global% 7 ,82# 9 % 7 ,82: spontaneously broken down to % 7 ,82; custodial or isospin symmetry. This

symmetry breaking pattern is supported by the relation � � �� < � =3> ?� which is satisfied to

high accuracy.

If we assume to have enough energy to produce a new resonance it must be added to the

set of building elements of the effective Lagrangian. In our work beside the no-resonance case

we also assume the production of either the % -resonance or �-resonance. They are added to the

Lagrangian respecting chiral % 7 ,82# 9 % 7 ,82: symmetry. For % -resonance it is a straight-

forward procedure, for �-resonance one can follow either Weinberg [13] or hidden symmetry

approach [14]. The gauge interactions of the SM are introduced by requiring the % and � La-

grangians to be gauge invariant under % 7 ,82# 9 7 ,�2@ .

Let us begin with the no-resonance Lagrangian. The % 7 ,82# 9 7 ,�2@ gauged non-renorma-

lizable effective Lagrangian responsible for the low energy interactions of the EW pions is given

by

AB � C DE Tr,F G 7 HF G 7 2 I A JKL ,�  M 2 (1)

where 7 � NO4 ,8P Q� QR �C 2 with C � 8ES
GeV, Q� is the isospin triplet of the EW pions, andR T ,U � � 8  V2 are the % 7 ,82 group generators with the normalization Tr,R T R W 2 � X TW �8.
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A JKL ,�  M 2 is the kinetic energy term of the % 7 ,82# gauge fields, � TG ,U � � 8  V2, and the7 ,�2@ gauge field, MG . The covariant derivative F G 7 is defined as follows

F G 7 � YG 7 1 P7 A G I PZ G 7 (2)

where
A G � [ Q� G QR and Z G � [ \MG R ] .

In this model the interactions of EW pions with fermions are described by the following

Lagrangian

AB̂ � '_ # P` G aYG I P[ Q� G QR I P[ \ �8 ,b 1 c 2MG d_#
I '_ : P` G eYG I P[ \ fR ] I �8 ,b 1 c 2gMG h_ :
1 , '_ # 7 H� _ : I h.c.2 (3)

where the
_

denotes fermion field doublet, ,&  i2, the b 1 c is the baryon minus lepton number

operator, and the � � diag,j k  j W 2 is the fermion doublet mass matrix.

The gauged % -resonance model can be described by the following leading order effective

Lagrangian

A l � AB I �8 � Dl % D I [ \\\ C8 Tr,F G 7 HF G 7 2% I A JKL ,% 2 (4)

where
A B

is given by (1), the
A JKL ,% 2 is the kinetic energy term of the % -resonance, the %

denotes the scalar ,� � � � �2 resonance field, the � l
is its mass. The [ \\\ and � l

are free

parameters.

To include the interactions with fermions we have to addA l̂ � A B̂ 1 , mC '_# 7 H � _ : % I h.c.2 (5)

where
AB̂

is given by (3), and m is a free parameter.

The gauged �-resonance model is given by

A n � A B 1 U C DE Tr,oG o G 2 I A JKL ," 2 (6)

where
AB

is given by (1), the
A JKL ," 2 is the kinetic energy term of the �-resonance, and

oG � m pG I P"G I P8 ,q HZ G q I q A G q H 2 (7)

where
q � NO4 ,P Q� QR �C 2, m

pG � ,q HYGq I q YG q H 2�8, and the "G � [ \\ Q"G QR denotes the vector,� � � � �2 �-resonance field. The U and the [ \\ are free parameters.

The fermionic part of the �-resonance model is described as follows

A n̂ � i5 '_# q HP` G aYG 1 P[ \\ Q"G QR I P �8 ,b 1 c 2MG dq _#
I iD '_ : r q P` G aYG 1 P[ \\ Q"G QR I P �8 ,b 1 c 2MG dq Hr _ : (8)

where the i5, iD are free parameters, and r � diag,� �2.
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This Lagrangian is % 7 ,82# 9 7 ,�2@ gauge invariant. However, introduction of gauge fields

broke the original % 7 ,82# 9 % 7 ,82: chiral invariance, namely by the terms with the weak

hypercharge. More precisely, it is the custodial % 7 ,82; that got broken by the MG terms. The

custodial symmetry is also broken by the top-bottom quark mass splitting in the fermion mass

term. These two particular breakings of the custodial symmetry also occur in the SM. The third

custodial symmetry breaking originates in the projection matrix r in the coupling of the � to the_ : . The r matrix ensures that the � only couples to the right-handed top quark but not to the

right-handed bottom quark (to avoid constraints on the � couplings from the � i'i vertex), which

spoils the custodial symmetry in much the same fashion as does the top-bottom mass splitting.

The difference between our �-resonance Lagrangian and the BESS model of Ref. [15] is

that in the BESS model iD � � and i5 is assumed to be universal for all fermion generations,

while here we assume coupling constants i5  iD to be specific (and possibly large) for the third

generation of quarks.

2.1 Constraints on the parameters of the � Lagrangian

There are four new parameters in the � Lagrangian: couplings U  [ \\  i5  iD . Since � ns �UC D[ \\D �E
the coupling U can be traded for the � mass. We do not have any experimental con-

straints on � ns
(the theoretical expectation is that it should be around � 1 V TeV scale). We do,

however, have constraints on [ \\, i5 and iD . These are due to the corrections that [ \\, i5 and iD
induce in the SM couplings of the � and the � to fermions at low energies (t u� GeV) when the�-resonance is integrated-out from the particle spectrum. This leads to corrections to v param-

eters which conveniently parameterize new physics effects [16]. The BESS model studies [17]

have shown that [ \\ corrects v] by X v] � [ D � ,E[ \\D 2, which implies for our model

[ \\ wt �� * (9)

We will now derive constraints on the i5 and iD parameters which are specific to our model.

We find the low-energy couplings of the � and the � to fermions by taking � ns $ x , which is

accomplished by U $ x while keeping [ \\ fixed, as in the BESS model studies [17]. In this limit

the equation of motion for the "G field (Y A n �Y "G � �) has the solution "G � 1 ,A G I Z G 2�8.

When we substitute this solution in the fermion Lagrangian in (8) and follow usual steps, we

eventually get for the low-energy � and � couplings to the top and bottom quarks 3:

A ^ � [y 8 ,1 � I i58 2 '&#` G i# � �G I z *{ *
I [8{| ,� 1 E

V }D| 1 i58 2 '&# ` G &# �G I [8{| ,1 E
V }D| I iD

8 2 '&: ` G &: �G
I [{| ,1 �8 I �V }D| I i5E 2 'i# ` G i# �G I [{| �V }D| 'i: ` G i: �G  (10)

where {|  }| � =3> ?�  >0. ?� , respectively. There is no modification of the � or � couplings

to leptons and the first and second generation quarks. Note that i5 modifies the � &i, � && and� ii couplings, while iD , due to the matrix r in the "G _ : _ : coupling in (8) modifies only � &&
coupling (iD thus escapes the constraint from the � ii coupling).

3These couplings are also modified by the small terms ~ �� �� ��� which we neglect here for simplicity.
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The constraint on i5 follows from the � ii vertex. Using the definition of vW [16] and Eq. (10)

we find a tree level contribution to vW parameter, X vW � 1i5�8. We then use the experimental

value of vW to constrain the theoretical prediction at 86 level [18]:

1� *V8 9 �� �] � vl �W I XvW � 1� *�� 9 �� �]  (11)

where vl �W � 1S *+ 9 �� �] . The corresponding limit is�i5 � �t � *� � (12)

which is a relatively strong constraint (for this reason and also for simplicity we set i5 equal to

zero in our calculations). As noted above, i5 also modifies the � &# i# coupling which affectsi $ }` rate but this does not place significant constraint on i5 [12].

For iD , which modifies only � && coupling, there is no tree level contribution to v parameters.

There is, however, an important one-loop contribution to v5 from the modified � && coupling. It

comes from the diagrams such as, e.g., & '& loop in the � boson self-energy, famous for its j Dk
dependence which led to the successful prediction of the top quark mass before the top quark

was actually discovered. The analysis of Ref. [18], when applied to (10), yields

X v5 � ,iD I 8i52 Vj Dk � �8y 8� D �. �j k  (13)

where � is the cut-off scale of the divergent one-loop graphs. We now use the experimental value

of v5 to constrain the theoretical prediction at 86 level [18]:

�*+ 9 �� �] � vl �
5 I Xv5 � + *u 9 �� �]  (14)

where vl �
5 � V *V8 9 �� �] . This implies (for i5 � �)

1� *�V �t iD �t � *�E * (15)

Note that � is not well defined (we use � � � TeV) and further uncertainties come from the

possible contributions to v parameters from the higher order operators in the chiral perturbation

expansion (e.g., dim 6 operators as in Ref. [20]). For these reasons we will use besides iD � � *�E
also iD � � *�� in our calculations.

Finally, we note that in the model of Ref. [12], in contrast to our model, the bound on the

the right-handed coupling is much stronger than the bound of Eq. 15 and the bound on the

left-handed coupling is much weaker than the bound given by (12). We avoided the stronger

constraint on the right-handed coupling by introducing the P matrix but we do not see a way to

avoid the constraint on the left-handed coupling given by (12).

3 Signals from the % - and the �-resonances at the NLC

The question is if the � coupling constants which respect constraints of Sec. 2.1 can generate

significant signals in the � # � # $ & '& scattering at the NLC. Here we consider this scattering as

a subprocess of the process (� ( � $ ) ') & '&, see Fig. 1.

We have chosen to calculate signals for three �-resonances of the same mass � ns � � TeV

but different couplings and widths �ns
, summarized in Table 1. For comparison we also calculate
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Fig. 1. Feynman diagrams for a) � �� � � �� 
 �
, b-f) 	 � 	 � � 
�

signals from two % -resonances — ��� GeV SM-like Higgs boson with the width �� � 8�+ GeV

([ \\\ � m � �) and the nonstandard ��� GeV % -resonance with the width �l � �+� GeV

([ \\\ � � *�  m � �) — and from the no-resonance model.

To calculate cross sections of the process (� ( � $ ) ') & '& we used Effective-� Approxima-

tion (EWA) [19] in which one convolutes the cross section for the subprocess � # � # $ & '&
with the corresponding distribution functions of the � # boson. For the EWA to be valid the

invariant energy scales of the process should be much larger than the � mass. Since the distri-

bution function for longitudinal � -bosons is largely independent of the � beam energies the

EWA describes more accurately � # contributions than contributions of transverse � -bosons.

Fortunately, sensitivity of � � channels to the ESB sector is much weaker than sensitivity of� # channels. Therefore to extract the signal of new physics without having the transverse �
� ns i5 iD [ \\ � ns
(TeV) (GeV)�5 1 0 0.04 15 4.99�D 1 0 0.08 10 9.42�] 1 0 0.04 40 21.66

Table 1: Parameters of the three �-resonances. ��s
is uniquely defined by � �s

and the three coupling

constants.
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Fig. 2. Helicity cross sections for � �� � � ��
 �
 as a function of CM energy: (a) �  � for the three �-

resonances of Table 1: � � (dotted line), � � (dashed line), �� (dash-dotted line). The solid line is for both

the � -resonance and the no-resonance signal; (b) �  �� � ��� for the nonstandard 800 GeV � -resonance

with �� � � ¡ GeV (dotted line), the 800 GeV SM-like Higgs boson (dashed line), all �-resonances and

the no-resonance model (dash-dotted line), the 100 GeV SM Higgs (solid line).

contributions calculated the following quantity can be used [12]

6new physics 1 6l � ,� � � ��� GeV2 (16)

Here the transverse � contributions are expected to subtract each other. Thus the difference

(16) should be a good estimate of what we would get if much more complete calculations of the

studied process were performed.

To calculate the subprocess cross sections we used the ET theorem according to which we

replaced � # boson with the corresponding EW pion � . The subprocess diagrams are shown in

Figs. 1b – 1f. The main contribution comes from the diagrams 1b – 1e, while the contribution

of the diagram 1f is small. We note that the helicity cross sections 6 �� � 6 �� (the signs refer

to helicities of the & and '&, respectively) receive their contributions mainly from the diagrams 1b

and 1d, 6 � � mainly from 1c and 1e while 6 ��
is negligible.

We show the results of our calculations in Fig. 2. Fig. 2a shows the total cross section 6 � �
for the process (� ( � $ ) ') & '& in femtobarns as a function of the CM energy

y } of the NLC. The
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signals from the � resonances rise above the solid line which represents both the % -resonances

and the no-resonance model at the same time (they have approximately the same 6 � �). The best

signal comes from the �-resonance with the width �ns � u *E8 GeV (iD � � *��  [ \\ � ��) — fory } � �*+ TeV and
y } � 8 TeV we get cross sections � *� fb and �*u fb, respectively. Assuming

integrated luminosity c � 8�� fb�5 we get for the �-resonance 160 events at
y } � �*+ TeV and

380 events at
y } � 8 TeV. For % -resonances and the no-resonance model we get 102 events aty } � �*+ TeV and 208 events at

y } � 8 TeV. We note that the only cut performed on data was

the cut on the invariant mass of the & '& pair j kk ¢ +�� GeV. Further cuts are needed to reduce

the backgrounds which are not treated here. Following previous studies [12] we estimate that the

efficiency of these cuts for the signal is about v£¤k � �� % and that the remaining events will be

fully reconstructed (including i-tagging) with the efficiency of about v¥¦£ � V� % [5]. Hence,

for the final event numbers § ^ � § v£¤k v¥ ¦£. For the �-resonance we thus finally get 38 (91)

events at 1.5 TeV (2 TeV), and for % -resonances and the no-resonance case 24 (50) events at

1.5 TeV (2 TeV).

In Fig. 2b we show the total cross section 6 �� � 6 �� for the process (� ( � $ ) ') & '& in

femtobarns as a function of the CM energy
y }. In this case the % -resonances dominate: for

the SM-like Higgs we get 6 �� I 6 �� � 3.8 (8.3) fb at
y } � 1.5 (2) TeV, while for the �-

resonances and the no-resonance model we get the same results 6 �� I 6 �� � 0.9 (1.8) fb aty } � 1.5 (2) TeV. After the cuts and the reconstruction we get for the SM-like Higgs 182 (398)

events at 1.5 (2) TeV and for the �- and the no-resonance case 43 (86) events at 1.5 (2) TeV.

Differential cross sections for (� ( � $ ) ') & '& as a function of the invariant mass j kk at
y } ��*+ TeV are shown for ,I 12 helicity combination in Fig. 3a and for ,I I 2 helicity combination

in Fig. 3b. The measurement of these differential cross sections could provide the resonance mass

if the resonance has a well defined peak with sufficient number of events contributing to the peak.

For �D (solid line in Fig. 3a), we get 37 events in the peak before the cuts and reconstruction,

assuming integrated luminosity c � 200 fb �5.

4 Conclusions

We have studied the new strong resonances associated with the physics responsible for the strong

electroweak symmetry breaking and signals of these resonances in the process (� ( � $ ) ') & '&.
We have provided the comprehensive treatment of the � Lagrangian including the low-energy

constraints on its parameters. The analysis presented in this work shows that the total signal from

the �-resonance summed through all helicity channels at the energy of �*+ TeV and the integrated

luminosity of 200 fb�5 is 81 events after the cuts and reconstruction. The corresponding numbers

for 800 GeV SM-like Higgs is 206 events and for the no-resonance case 67 events. The SM-like

800 GeV Higgs (and heavy S-resonances in general) is thus well separated from the �-resonance

and the no-resonance cases. To distinguish the �-resonance signal from the no-resonance one

and to confirm the spin of the S-resonance it is very useful to study individual helicity channels

and distributions in invariant mass j kk . The �-resonance contributes mainly to the helicity cross

section 6 � � for the process (� ( � $ ) ') & '&, while the % -resonance contributes mainly to the

cross section 6 ��
. This underlines the importance of the measurement of the top quark helicity

(see Ref. [5] for more on this). Another way to improve on signals is to go to the CM energy of

2 TeV.
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Fig. 3. Differential cross sections for � � � � � �� 
 �
 as a function of the invariant mass ¬  at ® ¯ ��°  TeV: (a) ±²³ ´±µ ¶¶ for � � (solid line), the � -resonances and the no-resonance case (dashed line); (b) ±²³³±µ ¶¶
for the 800 GeV SM-like Higgs boson (solid line), the 800 GeV nonstandard S-resonance with �� �� ¡ GeV (dashed line), all �-resonances and the no-resonance model (dotted line).

The significance of the presented signals depends on the backgrounds. We would like to

note that the situation regarding this important issue is somewhat confusing, with, e.g., Ref. [12]

reporting the SM background cross section value of 0.21 fb at 1.5 TeV and Ref. [10] the value of

1.8 fb at 1.5 TeV. Clearly, more dedicated effort is required to settle this issue.

This work was supported by grant VEGA 1/6045/99.
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